
'A refreshing new analysis of drug use that reveals how com-
mon misconceptions about illegal drugs are far too ofren not
based on empirical evidence. . . . Hart manages to add ro the

voluminous drug-abuse genre a radically new approach that is
thought-provoking and that will certainly stimulate conrro-
versial opinions, especially among the drug-abuse treatment
profession. He succeeds in presenting an interesting blend of
personal memoir with a critical analysis of why drugs and drug
users are shunned, the role racial policies have played in this
perception, and how these misperceptions have resulted in cur-
rent drug-fighting approaches he views as counterproductive.

Hart's personal life experience adds credibility to this impor-
tant work on substance abuse that is essential for all university
libraries supporting treatment curriculum and treatment pro-
fessionals." -Library Journal (xarred review)

"Combining memoir, popular science, and public policy, Harr's

study lambasts current drug laws as draconian and repressive,

arguing that they're based more on assumptions about race

and class than on a real understanding of the physiological and

societal effects of drugs. . . . His is a provocative clarion call for
students of sociology and policy-makers alike."

-Publishers Weehly

"Perhaps nowhere has a voice been more resonant in a single

place than in Dr. Carl Hart's profoundly impacting new mem-

oir, Higb Price. .. . In a deeply personal tone, Dr. Hart (the

first black man to achieve tenure in the sciences at Columbia
University) describes what one might call an idiosyncratic path

into academe." -Ebony.com
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CHAPTER 14

H itt i n g Home

I
I

If the relationship of father to son coild really be rednced to biology,
the uthole earth uould blaze uith tbe glory of fatbers and sons.

_JAMES BALD.TIN

(^| t"ttding outside the VFV hall in Hollywood, Florida, I
.\heard a young man cursing loudly, saying what sounded
Vlike my name repeatedly amid the string of profanities. I
had been talking ro my younger brother Ray and some of my
cousins' we were attending Grandmama's funeral reception. It
was October 13,2Q04.

I'd had many more professional successes since becoming an
assistant professor at columbia in 7999: I had been awarded a
multimillion-dollar grant from the National Institure on Drug
Abuse (NIDA), making me an independenr researcher running
my own lab. I'd published abour rwo dozen papers and had
been asked to join NIDA'' African American Researchers and
Scholars Vork Group, which advises the agency,s director on
drug-related issges unique to black people. I was making good
Progress toward tenure.

But as I'd worked my way up in academia, I,d also grown
ever further away from my family. To put it bluntly, my emo_
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tional growth had not paralleled my professional achievements.

Indeed, in many ways, I wasn't emotionally much different

from the child I'd been when I'd left home' \When something

went wrong in my relationships, my main way of coping was to

ignore it, suppress my feelings about it, or simply cut myself off

from the person or people involved. That's what I'd done with

my family. Not surprisingly, they were hurt by what they saw

as my snobbish behavior, seeing my refusal to spend much time

with them as evidence that I thought I was above them or was

embarrassed by the way they lived.
- From my perspective, I didn't know how to comfortably

reach across the experiential and intellectual gaP that now sepa-

rated us. I didnt have the emotional tools' Ever since I'd joined

the air force, it had gotten harder and harder to negotiate the

vast differences between my world and theirs. Each step in my

education moved me only further away, through forces mainly

beyond my control. The more I tried to negotiate the main-

stream, the more time I spent primarily with white academics,

the less I felt able to communicate easily with my family' The

distance stymied me.

Also, I didn't want to admit, even to myself, that I was catch-

ing hell in the white world. Trying to learn their language and

cultural norms was more difficult and exhausting than my

macho exterior would allow me to concede' Frankly, I was get-

ting my ass kicked and had no one to talk with about how to

deal with it and simultaneously maintain my sense of my own

blackness. In college, I had Jim Braye to mentor me, but even

he never had to deal in'!ilhite America as a black, dreadlocked

academic/researcher with three gold teeth, working at an Ivy
League university.

At work, there was no one to whom I related' At home, Robin

did her best to help me deal, but there were things about the

black American experience that were foreign to her as a white
woman. I also kept many of my concerns quiet, in order to avoid
hurting her feelings. For example, I felt I just couldn,t tell her
when I wanted to go to community events alone, knowing that
black people self-censor around even rhe most down and well-
meaning whites.

Robin also wasn't fully aware of how often I had to grin and
bear it when I felt I had been screwed over because of a racial
slight. I had been the lowest-paid postdoc within our group ar '
Columbia, despite having done rwo previous posrdocs, which
should have given me some seniority. My wife couldn,t under-
stand why I wasn'r visibly outraged at every instance of a slight.
Of course, mosr black people know that if they responded to
the majority of explicit and oblique insults they receive on a

daily basis, they would not only be exhausted but would also be

quickly labeled hypersensitive and rherefore, be marginalized.
Staying cool is the best defense.

Still, the fake smile and air of detachment all wear on you.
There were days when I couldn'r just keep it inside and move
on. All whites were rhe enemy when I felt like that. To protect
Robin, I didn't express this stuff our loud and tried to suppress
even the thoughts and feelings I had about it, but that itself
began to eat away at me. I felt trapped and consrrained by all
these conflicting demands. I couldn't help starting to resent her,
even though I knew ir wasn'r her fault. I know she felt the effects
of this struggle.

But when I went back home to Florida, I faced an entirely
different set of challenges. I tried my best not to seem conde-
scending. However, even the way I spoke now began to seem like
an insult to my family and friends there. Having broadened my
vocabulary and begun talking in the way that the mainsrream
considers grammatically correct, it became more difficult with
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each passin g year to relax my pronunciation of words toward

my childhood speech Patterns.
Lord knows I tried to be fluent in both street and mainstream

vernacular in order to avoid being viewed as a traitor. I tried

to show that I could, as \Tideman put it in his classic memoir

Brotbers and Keepers, "chase pussy . . ' fight, talk trash, hoop

with the best. . 
"' 

But now my normal speech was no longer

that of the srreets of South Florida. I felt like a fraud trying to

pronounce words in the way that I had when I was coming up'

So, I *ould remain relatively silent in order not to be branded an

imposror or worse. That too made ir harder and harder for me to

connect to my siblings and cousins'

I'd watch myself interacting with but not connecting to sib-

lings and cousins with whom I had been through hell and back.

As a chilcl they had looked after me, had seen that I was safe, had

given me pocket change. Now I didn't even speak their language'

Despite having read books by black authors describing similar

phenomeua, I couldn't let go of my pride and say, "Hey bruh,

sis, or coz, I'm struggling . . ." Instead I began avoiding them'

and the years quickly passed. Brothers, sisters, and cousins were

now grandparents' and my nieces and nephews were now moth-

ers and fathers,
\When I was sued over the paternity of my son Tobias, the rift

that had been dealt with by slowly cutting contact became overt

and acute. It was most pronounced with my sister Joyce, the one

I'd been closest with as a child and the person who felt most

strongly that I now thought I was "better than" the rest of the

family, She was the sister who most expressed the hurt and pain

of our separation. She also had very strong views about Tobias'

At first I had denied that it was even possible that he was

my child-and I told everyone as much' I just couldn't believe

it could be true. To make matters worse' Joyce insisted that he
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A photo of my rnotn (kneeLing) and siblings
Kne eling, frorn Left, Ray, Gary, and rne.

Standing, frorn left, Joyce, Patricia,
Bcaerll,, Brenda, and Jachie.

was my son, long before I could bring myself to accept it. She

said she'd seen me with his mother, which I didn't think possible

since we'd been together only that one time.

"Fuck Carl Hart," the young man in the parking lot outside

the VF'S7 said, now distinctly. I looked up from my conversa-

'' n 1".
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tion and saw a young dark-skinned brother with dreads' wear-

ing long jean shorts and a T-shirt. He had multiple tattoos and

several gold teeth. He didn't look like anyone I knew but seemed

to be in his teens or early twenties'

"You fucking talking to me?" I said, getting ready to get into

it. My brother Ray pulled me aside. 'We were at a funeral recep-

tion, after all.

"That's Tobias," he said as he tried to calm me down. Ray

suggested that I could probably understand why someone in his

situation might be angry with me. I just stared. I had had no idea

that he was going to be there. I'm sure he showed up because

my mother and his maternal grandmother were friends and he'd

somehow learned from them that I would be visiting. Naively,

I hadn't even considered the possibility that he might attend

Grandmama's funeral. Ray pulled me away and Tobias left. But

that was my unfortunate first encounter with my son.

By that time, I had already been paying child support for

three or four years. The paternity suit had been settled almost

immediately after I'd gotten the DNA results. I still didn't feel

any emotional or psychological connection with him and I
hadn't had any contact with his mother, other than through the

court papers. But I did feel a tremendous amount of guilt about

my handling of the situation.

Tobias took matters into his own hands. The day after the

funeral, he came over to my sister Brenda's house, where I was

staying, in order to apologize for how he'd behaved' Now only

slightly more prepared for the encounter, I began to talk with

him, or shall I say, I began to watch myself listening to him talk.

I felt as dissociated from myself in my dealings with him as I was

with the rest of my family.

Tobias was twenty-one at the time and had brought his own

son, who was just a toddler' I picked the little boy up and played

I

with him, but it didn,t sink in until later, when everyone began
teasing me, rhar I was actually a grandfather and thi, *", ty
grandson. Smiling and inreracting with the little guy v/as a wel_
come distraction.

Meanwhile, Tobias and I tentatively approached each other,
trying to figure our how to negotiate some kind of relationship.
I did understand why he was angry; I knew that I had d"rp"r_
ately wanted to spend more rime with my own father when I
was growing up. I imagined how I would have felt if carl Sr. had
denied even being my dad and didn,t even want ro meet me after
he'd been forced rc pay child support.

I didn't think I had the right to say much, so I listened and
thought maybe I could learn somerhing. I was surprised at how
h"ppy Tobias was simply to be speaking with -., d"rpit" _y
cautious demeanor. perhaps I was a better actor than t thorghi.
I learned that he had grown up to be homophobic and hardeied
and also that he clearly knew how ro take care of himself in the
world from which I had once come.

I did explain to him that I'd had no idea that he,d even been
born: his morher and I barely spoke the nighr we,d spent together
or immediately afterward, let alone communicated months later
about her being pregnanr as a resuh. First he responded to this
defensively, saying, "Damn, you blaming my mom?,, I backed
off. I said we'd both been young and I didn,t know what she was
thinking. I didn't mean ro blame her. Maybe she was scared, I
suggested.

It was then that he told me that she,d told him that some
other brorher was his father, a guy she,d been seeing at one point
when he was growing up. He,d also apparenrly been told 

"t 
le"st

once that his real father was dead, so he,d received a number of
different, conflicring srories about his paternity.

I wasn'r sure whar to do with this information. The best I
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could do was to say againthat she and I had both been too young

and that he shouldn't be too hard on her. I changed the subject.

"So what are you doing work-wise?" I asked'

He said, "Shit, you know what I do."

I didn't quite get it. Maybe I didn't want to.

"I'm slinging," he said, meaning that he was a street-level

pharmacist. He seemed almost to be daring me to make some-

thing of it. I didnt know what he knew about my profession

or area of interest as a researcher, but I did know that he was

trying to tell me that he was strong and didn't need anything

from anyone. I asked a few questions to show him that I got

that, along the lines of "How's business? You making enough to

handle your responsibilities?" He nodded affirmatively.

And when there was an awkward Pause, I found myself ques-

tioning him about his education and trying to emphasize the

importance of completing high school or getting a GED, though,

at some level, I knew this was only a bandage for what amounted

to a cancer by this point. I really was at a loss for words. I was

accustomed to helping people solve problems by teaching and

I was in that mind-set when we spoke, ril/anting to fix him and

make it all right. Of course, that wasn't possible: here he was,

a young, uneducated black man in a world that had no use for

him, a fate I'd only narrowly avoided myself.

But advice wasn't what he wanted from me then anyway, I
later recognized. All he wanted was to speak with his father,

to tell him about his hopes and dreams and life. He wanted me

to know that he was going to be a good father, that he was a

good person. He wanted that affirmation from the man who had

brought him into the world, just like I'd wanted from my own

father as a child.

Meanwhile, I was still struggling with the fact that he was

my son and that he actually was in the life I might have had
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myself if I'd stayed in Miami. I kept looking at him, but I really
didn't see any of myself there other than in his defiance. I sure
recognized that angry swagger and desperate need for respect. I
didn't wanr to, bur I did.

And truthfully, I didnt really want to look very closely. At
the time, I didn't want ro think too much about the other path
my life could have taken, and be forced again to contemplate the
differences between where I was now and the person I,d been
growing up. I was surrounded by the starkness of that difference
every time I came home. Still, we did manage to leave the lines of
communication open.

And as I got to know him, I thought about the alternarive
reinforcers my other sons have had available to them that Tobias
had either not been exposed ro or not found ways to experience.
I realized, too, rhar meeting Tobias had been especially shocking
in comparison with my first encounrers with my two orher sons.
The birth of my son Damon had been one of rhe deepesr, mosr
joyous, and mosr memorable experiences of my life. And by the
time my son Malakai arrived six years later, I felt that I was acru-
ally starting to ger rhe hang of this dad thing.

Though both of their births had been peak life experiences
for me, I'd realized as I changed diapers, chased toddlers, and-
before I knew it-found myself watching them play basketball
and wondering when they'd be able to ourplay me, rhar it wasn't
at all th_e blolligical bon-{ 9h4q.m ade a father. It was the i"re, the-daily 

repetitive.care. k was being there 
"ni l"arnirrg with them,

having a life together.' 
And so seeing Tobias had felt like a slap in the face. I felt as

though I was being held responsible for a child I'd had no say in
raising. I wanted to do the right thing but I couldn't help feeling
cheated. All the learning he'd done, all the reinforcement and
punishment and extinction training he'd received for the most
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formative years of his life had had nothing to do with me' I'd

almost literally been an unwirting sperm donor and yet this child

was blood. The differences between him and my other sons and

the arc of my childhood and his confounded me. I couldn't help

thinking about those differences as I slowly got to learn more

about his life.

Although I can't know for sure, I do have some specula-

tions about some of the important differences' Unlike me' my

son Tobias had never seriously participated in organized sPorts

or e\/en much in street games. He hadn't known the pleasure of

becoming skilled at something through. Practice and using the

fruit of hard work to win public comPetitions' He hadn't had

a father like me in his life or older sisters like mine who nur-

tured him when his morher was unable to. His mother had been

even younger and less well informed than MH had been when

I was born; he didn't know the real story about his father' He

didn't have even the limited academic success I'd had with math

in elementary school. In fact, he doesn't appear to have ever been

engaged at all by education and he dropped out before complet-

ing high school.

Tobias didn't have a Big Mama who stressed the importance of

gefting that degree, nor did he have a dream like mine of athletic

glory, which led me to enlist in the air force rather than face the

humiliation of not playing ar leasr collegeJevel ball. He didn't get

military training, nor did he have the opportunity to travel and

see a world differenr from the one he knew in south Florida. He

hadnt found mentors who could reach him about black history

and consciousness' real men who could show him the way to find

different values than getting the most pussy (and seeing women in

that demeaning fashion) and having a name on the street' The gap

between us felt even more vast than the one between me and my

family in Miami. At least I had a shared history with thery'

I

I
I

I

\7hen I met him, Tobias had so little mainstream currural
capital thar he described me ro his friends as a ..reacher.,, He
didn't understand the difference in srarus berween a high school
teacher and a college professor, let arone the differences berween
being a tenured professor or non-tenure_track lecturer, or
between being at anlvy League or a less prestigious school. Just
as I'd been as a teenager, he was completely isolated from the
mainstream

I didn'r know how to reach him or provide him with appro_
priate and helpful alternarive reinforcers. He isn't a drug 

"dd;.r,he's a young black man with no high school diploma 
"rrJli-it.demployable skills in a counrry rhar sees him as a problem, not

a resource. The unemployment rate for black men at the end of
2012 was about 14 percent, twice the number for white men.l
Those problems don't have answers in the neuropsychopharma_
cology that I study.

I began to realize that I would need ro,speak out if I was to

- 
ensure that my work didn't lead people to th" *rorrg conclusions-about 

drugs and the causes of sociaiproblems.
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